
	  

	  

 

CONDITIONS OF USE OF THE PROMOTIONAL CODES 

"Valentines day sale" 

 

1. The organizer of the  “Valentines day sale” promotion is the company Vacaciones eDreams S.L. (hereinafter, 

“eDreams”) with address in Moll de Barcelona, s/n, World Trade Center Edificio Norte, 6ª planta, 08039 Barcelona 

(España) and CIF B-61965778.  

 
2. The promotional codes  “LOVE2015” (hereinafter, “Promotional Codes”) give the holder the right to a discount of 

twenty five Euros (25  €) on roundtrips tickets or fifty Euros (50  €), on Flight+ hotel packages, subject to the 

following conditions:  

2.1 They are redeemable during the period from the 23rd of January of 2015 at 01.00a.m. hour EST and 

the 15th of February of 2015 at 23.59. hour EST (hereinafter “Term of  Use”) in purchases made 

through eDreams’ Website http://www.edreams.com/ (hereinafter “the Web”).    

2.2 The promotional code: “LOVE2015” must be entered in the discount code space after customer 

data during the purchase flow, to have it automatically applied to the amount corresponding to the 

purchase of air tickets or air tickets + hotel packages, excluding other products or services that can 

be purchased in the Web other than air tickets (i.e hotels, car rental, travel insurance, etc.). 

According to the above, the term “purchase amount” is to the total price of two (2) airline tickets of 

round trip, for 2 passengers and with departure dates between the 13th, 14th and 15th of February, or 

(b) the total price of two (2) airline tickets + Hotel with departure dates between the 13th, 14th and 

15th of February 2015, expressly excluding management fees, expenses on payment method used 

or other products or services that can be purchased through the Web other than airline tickets (for 

example, hotels, car rentals, travel insurance, etc.) 

2.3  One single use and cannot be replaced, changed or redeemed for cash or combined with other 

offers or promotions of eDreams. 

2.4 Coupon code is valid only for desktop reservations, not valid on mobile web. 

 

	  

	  

	  


